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WEEKLY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF SALAMANCA, STATE OF
GUANAJUATO, MEXICO, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Dear children, servants, missionaries and companions of Christ, it has come the time of the great
battle for the human consciousness and also for Those who guide you. It has come the time of
putting into practice what you have learned and to affirm faith without wanting to mold the Will of
God according to your own needs or resisting the changes when they are constant, so opposed and,
sometimes, even contradictory.

What generates the setback in the spiritual life is the unpredictability of the human consciousness
and also the constant attacks that the Divine Work experience in these times.

Children, this battle that is being carried out on the planet is not simply spiritual and invisible: it just
does not show itself to the eyes that are hidden of it, by the fear of recognizing the need of growth,
of defining oneself and becoming one true instrument of God.

The Creator of all things is the One who leads the Army of which you are part, and His Strategies
move based on the inner movements of the human heart and on all reaction that this causes in the
planetary consciousness.

The Creator tries to design His Plan according to the possibilities that present themselves on the
planet in all levels of life. For this reason, His Strategies are subject to permanent changes.

The Will of the Father moves in union to the human will, but also to the law of the free will, of
karma and of so many laws of the planetary and universal life, that create the conditions for this
Divine Will to descend. It is as if these laws opened or closed the doors to the divine intercession.

Leading humanity in this time is not so simple as many think because God moves based on the
response of the whole planet: while some say "yes" to Him, others say "no"; while some open doors
to Him with their degrees of love and of faith, others close them to Him by the evilness and
indifference of their hearts.

What you need to learn in this time is to be an instrument of the Creator, even if this causes you to
lose the stability and the comfort of your lives. Nothing in this world is stable because all is defined
in every second. For this reason we talk to you about the importance of faith, of surrender and of
absolute trust in God.

Only clamor for the Divine Will to be fulfilled and dispose yourselves from the heart for it because
only the Most High God knows the truth and knows the best path to guide not only humanity, but all
the universe. His Eyes are fixed upon the planet; in His Silence, He observes the inner world of each
one of His creatures. Wherever there is an open heart willing to love, there will be His Will and His
Guidance; there, will be generated the merits to balance those situations that close the doors of the
planetary consciousness to Him.

Listen, children, to the Silence of God and dispose your hearts to immediately respond to His
Designs, even if they change each instant. The change is the consequence of the battle that is carried
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out in this world.

As faithful soldiers of God, follow His commands: be willing to walk or to hold your steps,
according to what the Creator indicates to you.

Attention, vigilance, faith and peace are things that your hearts need for this time of definitions.
Despite everything, I tell you that what you are living today is balancing the indifference of
humanity towards the Plans of God and His Holy Will.

The one who loves you and invites you to not give up because it is time of ardent and permanent
tension,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


